
November 21-January 22 Series
Nov 5 – Selena (SHARE Introduction)

Nov 12  – Chris (Biofeedback)

Nov 19 – Selena (Expression & Reflection)

Nov 26 – Holiday off

Dec 3 – Tammy (Movement or Puppets)

Dec 10 – Selena (Expression & Reflection)

Dec 17 – Chris (Expressive Writing)

Dec 24 – Holiday off

Dec 31 –Holiday off

Jan 7 – Selena (Expression & Reflection)

Jan 14  – Celebration for all!



SHARE-ing
Perspectives
• Worms – not a pleasant thing 

to look at.
• Admire the flower. Violates 

the background by being a diff 
color. Sunny center. Inspired to 
blossom and shine in spite of
the background. Contrast. 
Mats of ice plants - Freeway. 
Don’t snap, just give way. 

• Sun in two ways. Directional. 
Look at each other’s sunshine.

• Pollution-resistant. Like the 
lotus. Western version. Will 
grow anywhere. Reminders of 
loved ones who cared for them

• Resiliency. Desert flower.
• Valiance - Attracting insect.
• Open and close. Boundaries

and choice.



SHARE Reflection:
Love languages

Rank in order of priority:
• Giving care?

• E.g., Acts of Service: daughter helps
with laundry

• Words of affirmation: Writing

• Giving gifts

• Quality time/Acts of Service: listening
and processing with someone to feel
connected.

• Being cared for?
• E.g., Words of affirmation “Cheering 

section” and quality time

• Physical touch is low: Don’t hug me.

• Words of affirmation + quality time: 
showing they are paying attention to
me

• Words of affirmation

• “Actions speak louder than words.”

Chapman, G. D. (2004). The five love languages: How to express heartfelt commitment to your mate. Chicago: Northfield Pub.



SHARE Reflection:
Self-Care languages

Thought-provoking, Humbling
What is most important in your self-
care?
• Words of affirmation (e.g. Post-It

notes – you are valuable. Activities 
can be inspirational)

• Quality time with myself
• Doing all to get well. Gift to self = 

apple game. Cancer makes you pay 
attention to yourself. It’s working!

• Movement: Walking, hiking, exercise
• Quality time with mountains in 

Tucson, see high vantage points.
• Feeding part of self literally, and

figuratively. Exploring, developing
interests. Music, food, books

• Self-care matches how I give to
others – sense of agency. Natural way 
to show love.

• Conflict: Should I adapt based on 
another person? What if the act is
opposite from my self-care?


